




RETUMBLER®: BEST OF DRINKWARE
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Sustainable drinking bottles and mugs have become part of our everyday lives:  we enjoy our morning 
coffee in a thermo mug while we are on the way to work. During activities like sports a stylish drinking 
bottle is always at hand when we sweat. If we feel like having a delicious tea on the road, then a classy 
glass bottle ensures a perfect experience. We, the users, encounter these items on a daily basis and thus 
have a constant exposure to your brand message. Drinking bottles and cups are not only practical and 
durable promotional items. They are also very popular with customers.  The basic criteria for customers 
are functionality, quality and design. The RETUMBLER® range of high quality, stylish and aesthetically 
designed beverage containers gives your customers great value in combination with a real wow effect.
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This REFLECTS® original design comprises two premi-
um black espresso mugs made from recycled stainless 
steel. Their elegantly contoured shape and the black 
powder coating perfectly complement the design of our 
RETUMBLER-Colesso thermo mug – positioning the
RETUMBLER-Duoshot as an innovative addition to our 
COLESSO range. Each double-walled 80ml coffee mugs 
can comfortably hold two espressos. The dual-layer 
construction insulates hands from the heat, ensuring a 
delightful drinking experience. These handy espresso 
mugs are perfect for daily use and on-the-go moments. A 
practical note: these thermo mugs can be effortlessly and 
thoroughly cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material recycled stainless steel

Measurements 66 x 55 x 55 mm

Weight 49,2 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 22 x 50 mm

Handling category B

Double wall

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Set of 2

52625
RETUMBLER-DUOSHOT Espresso cup made from recycled stainless steel: 

elegance meets design.

espresso mugs.

inklusive Eco-Box

Thermo espresso mug
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Transparent charm unfolds pure coffee enjoyment.

This set of two includes double-walled espresso 
glasses made from borosilicate glass, each with a 
capacity of 55 ml. The premium material ensures outstan-
ding heat resistance. The practical double-wall design 
keeps coffee warm for extended periods while simulta-
neously protecting the hands. Furthermore, the coffee 
glasses has a unique aesthetic: due to the transparent 
double-wall, the beverage appears to „float“ inside the 
glass. The effect makes  coffee specialties such as Espres-
so Macchiato or Espresso Marocchino visually fascinating. 
Care tip: The espresso glasses can be cle-
aned in the dishwasher without any residue. 

Material glass

Measurements 65 x 55 x 44 mm

Weight 55 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 22 x 50 mm

Handling category B

Double wall

Heat resistant glass

Dishwasher safe

Set of 2

52628
RETUMBLER-DUOSHOT GLASS 

espresso mugs.

inklusive Eco-Box

Thermo espresso mug
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Thermo mug

An elegant, finely powder-coated thermo mug com-
plete with a handle and sliding lid - the RETUMBLER- 
ORTADO-Office is the quintessential office mug from our 
ORTADO range. Just as with other versions in the range, 
the mug is crafted from recycled materials: the body is 
made from recycled stainless steel, while the lid combi-
nes recycled polypropylene and AS plastic. The 360 ml 
mug features a transparent, BPA-free lid with a silicone 
seal. Its sliding mechanism ensures effortless opening 
and gentle closing. The genuine beechwood handle is 
sturdy, adding a pleasing colour contrast to the mug. 
Owing to its double-walled vacuum insulation, the office 
mug keeps hot drinks warm for up to 4 hours and cold 
drinks chilled for up to 24 hours. Tip: Given its wooden 
handle, we recommend hand-washing the thermal mug. 

Material
wood, silicone, recycled stain-

less steel, recycled polypropyle-
ne, recycled AS plastic

Measurements 104 x 123 x 123 mm

Weight 237g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 50 x 70 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel

Recycled AS Plastic

Leak-resistant

Double wall with vacuum insulation

52605
RETUMBLER-ORTADO OFFICE 

Warmth meets design: Thermo mug made from recycled 
stainless steel with bamboo handle.

eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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On the move with style: 
Recycled stainless steel meets 
black powder coating.

Thermo mug

This 360 ml thermo mug with a flip-lid is the perfect 
companion for on-the-go and in the car. As with other 
variants from the ORTADO range, the drinking mug is made 
from recycled materials: the body is crafted from recycled 
stainless steel, whilst the lid is made from recycled polypro-
pylene and AS plastic. The twist-lock feature, coupled with 
a silicone seal on the lid, ensures the mug is leak-proof.  
Due to its double-wall construction and premium 
vacuum insulation, the ORTADO-To-Go mug keeps 
beverages warm for up to 5 hours or cold for up to 24 
hours. Tip: Both the mug and the lid are dishwasher-safe.  

Material
silicone, recycled stainless steel, 

recycled polypropylene, recy-
cled AS plastic

Measurements 150 x 76 x 76 mm

Weight 216 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 45 x 85 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel

Recycled AS Plastic

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

52606
RETUMBLER-ORTADO TO GO 

eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Veredelungsbeipiel mit Tampondruck

Clear view - thermo mug 
with transparent lid

black 52594-BK white 52594-WE

Thermo mug

52594
RETUMBLER-COLESSO 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 148 x 90 x 90 mm

Weight 248 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 35 x 110 mm

Handling category C

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

BPA free

The 400 ml thermo mug is an in-house design and is 
available in black and white. The transparent lid and the 
elegantly curved shape of the mug form an impressive 
appearance. The powder coating provides a pleasant feel 
and protects the surface of the mug from scratches and 
fingerprints. The lid was made of BPA-free plastic and is th-
erefore harmless to health. The screw cap and the silicone 
seal on the lid ensure that the thermo mug is leak-proof. 
Thanks to the double-walled design and the high-quali-
ty copper vacuum insulation, the mug keeps drinks hot 
for 5 hours. It can be easily and thoroughly cleaned in the 
dishwasher. 
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Vivero 2.0 
Now made from recycled stainless steel

Veredelungsbeipiel mit Tampondruck

black 52595-BKsilver 52595-SRS white 52595-WE

Thermo mug

52595
RETUMBLER-VIVERO STEEL 

Material
plastic, silicone, recycled stain-

less steel
Measurements 148 x 88 x 88 mm

Weight 237 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 33 x 80 mm

Handling category B

Recycled Stainless Steel

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

The mug – made of recycled stainless steel – is available 
in three versions: black or white powder coating or silver 
mirror finish. The powder coating gives the thermo mug 
a modern, matt look and good scratch resistance. The 
special mirror finish through high gloss polishing forges 
an absolutely striking look of the mug. The lid is made of 
BPA-free plastic and is available in either black or white.  
The double-walled design and the copper vacuum in-
sulation ensure the excellent insulation performance 
of the mug. The leak-proof mug keeps drinks warm 
for 6 hours. Tip: All three variants are dishwasher safe.  
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schwarz weiß

myVivero: the concept on stock
Choose a mug colour:Choose a lid colour:

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myVivero

A cool design really 
can be this hot
• Capacity: 350 ml 
• 24 colour combinations
• Double wall
• Large printable lid
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
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Configuration examples

gift box optional 

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Double wall

BPA free

Thermo mug

52570
RETUMBLER-myVIVERO 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 146 x 86 x 67 mm

Weight 242 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 33 x 80 mm

Handling category B

Customisation example with pad printing an UV Print

Our innovative in-house development redefines the 
principle of the reusable mug for advertising messages. 
The 350 ml mug consists of three components: The inner 
mug is made of high-class stainless steel, which can be 
matched with a white or black lid featuring a uniquely lar-
ge print area. To round off the concept, there is a choice 
of twelve outer mug colours - ten transparent and two 
opaque mug colours.
The outer mug can be used as an additional drinking 
mug if required. The transparent outer mugs are another 
highlight of the myVivero, as the inner mug seems to float 
inside. Advertising on the outer mug gives it a new visual 
dimension.
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Choose a mug colour: Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

white powder coating black powder coating anti-fingerprint coating

myBayamo: the concept on stock

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myBayamo

Innovative. Individual. 
Unique.
• 3 thermo mug sizes 230 ml, 320 ml, 440 ml
• 3069 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating or
     anti-fingerprint coating
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
• BPA free
• Leak-proof
• Dishwasher safe
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Configuration examples
Thermo mug

52525 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
PREMIUM 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 138 x 90 x 63 mm

Weight 196 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 25 mm

Handling category C

Thermo mug

52527 RETUMBLER-BAYAMO 
MEZZO PREMIUM 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 163 x 90 x 63 mm

Weight 225 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 50 mm

Handling category C

Thermo mug

52526 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
GRANDE  PREMIUM 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 188 x 90 x 63 mm

Weight 256 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 55 mm

Handling category C

gift box optional 
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Choose a mug colour:

myKingston: the concept on stock

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

grey powder 
coating

anti-fingerprint
coating

Choose a sleeve colour:

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myKingston

Your perfect 
brand ambassador
• Capacity: 335 ml
• 68 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating or anti-fingerprint coating
• 360º lid
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

* see legend
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Thermo mug

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 176 x 71 x 87 mm

Weight 297 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 35 x 40 mm

Handling category B

52560
RETUMBLER-myKINGSTON 

BPA free

Dishwasher safe

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

Micro powder coating

Micro powder coating

360° lid

Customisation example with pad printing

Configuration examples

gift box optional 

The double-walled thermo mug with copper vacuum 
insulation is available in powder coated white, black, 
light grey or stainless steel anti-finger print. There are 18 
different silicone colours to choose from. The thermo mug 
keeps drinks warm for up to 6h and cold for up to 24h.
Usable from all sides! Exclusive to REFLECTS is the 360- 
degree drink closure that can be used single-handedly. 
By simply pressing on the lid, the drinking mechanism is 
unlocked and closed in the same leak-proof way.
The removable anti-slide base of the BPA-free mug 
protects surfaces from possible scratches and gives the 
mug a secure and stable hold. The lid can be removed for 
cleaning. All components are dishwasher safe.
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In an ever-changing world where quality and design go hand in hand, 

we are delighted to have the RETUMBLER-myDrinqeo thermal mug and 

500ml and 750ml capacity thermal bottles in our range. Here are the 

reasons why these products are a top choice for our customers:

High-class materials: made of stainless steel, these products not only 

stand for durability and reliability, but also for timeless elegance. Stain-

less steel is rust-free, neutral and offers the perfect protection for your 

drink.

Versatile functionality: Whether you want to keep your coffee hot or 

your water cool during a busy summer day, these products guarantee 

hours of temperature maintenance. Weather you are on the go with the 

thermo mug or take our thermo bottles for extended trips or work days, 

you always have the right product at hand.

Sizes for every need: With the thermo mug and the two thermo bott-

le sizes of 500 ml and 750 ml, we cover a wide range of customer needs. 

Whether you need just a small sip or a larger quantity for the whole day, 

we have the right product for you.

Stylish design: The noble design in stainless steel look makes every 

product in this series an eye-catcher. They are not only functional, but 

also fashionable accessories that fit any lifestyle.
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black
white

on request

myDrinqeo: the concept on stock

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myDrinqeo

The elegant thermo mug
• Capacity: 350 ml
• 289 colour combinations
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• 360º lid
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a soft bottom colour:
Choose a lid colour: Choose a ring colour:Mug colour:

anti-fingerprint coating
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Configuration examples

Customisation example with laserengraving or pad printing

Thermo mug

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 176 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 295 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 135 mm

Handling category C

52573
RETUMBLER-DRINQEO 

Double wall with copper-vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

It‘s the timeless and classic design that distinguishes the 
RETUMBLER-myDRINQEO thermo mug from others. The 
stainless steel mug with anti-fingerprint finish features a 
practical 360° lid and can be customised with a coloured 
ring. In addition, the soft base can be chosen from 17 diffe-
rent colours. All configurable components of the Drinqeo 
family are available from stock in Cologne.
The completely BPA-free mug is double-walled with vacu-
um copper insulation and has a capacity of 350 ml. Due to 
a small technical feature integrated into the lid, the ther-
mo mug has a very good insulation performance: it keeps 
warm for eight hours and cold for 24 hours. The 360° lid 
can be opened/closed with one hand and allows comfor-
table drinking without a fixed drinking opening. The soft 
base ensures a secure stand on all surfaces.

gift box included
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Choose a lid inlay colour: Choose a soft bottom colour:

Thermo drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myDrinqeo

The elegant 
thermo drinking bottle
• Capacity: 500ml, 770 ml
• 272 colour combinations
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

myDrinqeo: the concept from on stock
Choose a thermo drinking bottle bottle size:

anti-fingerprint coating
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Configuration examples

Double wall with copper-vacuum
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

Anti-fingerprint

gift box included

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 290 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 391 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 210 mm

Handling category C

52571
RETUMBLER-DRINQEO 770 

Customisation example with laser engraving or pad print

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 222,5 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 310 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 140 mm

Handling category C

Thermo Drinking Bottle

52572
RETUMBLER-DRINQEO 500 
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The thermo mugs and thermo drinking bottles from RETUMBLER-.

mySteelOne are not only aesthetically pleasing, but also technologically 

advanced and it is for these very reasons that we have included them in 

our range. Here are some of the most important reasons:

High-class technology: vacuum copper insulation guarantees 

excellent temperature maintenance - 9 hours for hot drinks and an im-

pressive 32 hours for cold drinks. This ensures that your drink always stays 

at the desired temperature.

User-friendliness: The 360° lid is not only a clever design element, but 

also extremely practical. It allows the user to drink from any angle and the 

deep seal optimises the insulating performance.

Functionality & safety: An anti-slip soft bottom ensures that the mug 

stands stable, even on slippery surfaces. This minimises the risk of spills 

and accidents.

Versatility: The thermal drinking bottle is also suitable for carbonated 

drinks, which makes it an ideal companion for a variety of drinks.

Durability & easy care: The high-class powder coating not only gives 

the cup and bottle a classy finish,  but also provides additional protection. 

And since both items are are dishwasher safe, cleaning them is child‘s 

play.
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Thermo mug RETUMBLER-mySteelOne

Literally more in 
it for you 
• Capacity: 400 ml
• 867 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating
• 360º lid
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

mySteelOne: the concept on stock Choose a soft bottom colour:

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

silver powder 
coating

black
white

on request

Choose a mug colour: Choose a lid colour: Choose a ring colour:
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Double wall with copper-vacuum 
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

Configuration examples

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 202 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 365 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 165 mm

Handling category C

Thermo mug

52566
RETUMBLER-STEELONE 

The RETUMBLER-mySteelOne thermo mug is the first mug 
to match the RETUMBLER-mySteelOne thermo drinking 
bottle. Like the thermo drinking bottle, the double-walled 
mug with vacuum copper insulation is a REFLECTS design. 
Special features are its large filling capacity of 400 ml and 
its unique 360° drinking lid.
The mug is available powder-coated in white, black or silver.  
The 360 degree lid with engravable stainless steel surfa-
ce can be opened and closed by simply pressing on the 
surface. There is no defined drinking opening. This enables 
the user to enjoy the entire surface of the lid for drinking.
A small technical feature is that the seal of the lid is posi-
tioned deeper inside the mug, thus further increasing the 
insulating performance. The mug keeps warm for up to 9 
hours and cold for 32 hours.

Customisation example with pad print
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Thermo drinking bottle RETUMBLER-mySteelOne

Design bottle with 
strong ginner values
• Capacity: 750 ml
• 816 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating
• Double-walled drinking bottle with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a thermo drinking bottle colour: Choose a lid inlay colour: Choose a soft bottom colour:
mySteelOne: the concept on stock

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

silver powder 
coating
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Configuration examples

Customisation example with pad print

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

Micro powder coating or Anti-fingerprint

gift box included

52562
RETUMBLER-STEELONE         

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 293,5 x 88,72 x 77,5 mm

Weight 477 g
Packaging gift box
Branding 35 x 200 mm

Handling category C

A real eye-catcher: the double-walled thermo drinking 
bottle with vacuum insulation can be combined with a 
coloured TPR base and a lid accent made of silicone. Many 
different colours are available for selection right from 
Cologne. The bottle, designed by REFLECTS itself, is avai-
lable in three different colours (black, white, silver) with a 
high-quality powder coating.
The dishwasher-safe thermo drinking bottle has a filling 
volume of 750 ml and can also be used for carbonated 
drinks. 
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orange 52566-OE

Pre-assembled on stock

Customisation example with UV Print

Thermo mug

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 202 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 395 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 165 mm

Handling category C

52566
RETUMBLER-STEELONE 

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
Insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

dark blue 52566-DBElight green 52566-LGNblack 52566-BK white 52566-WE

The double-walled thermo mug with copper vacuum 
insulation is available in three different glossy varnish 
colours and two powder coatings. As an attractive, high-
class thermo mug, it matches the SteelOne thermo bottle. 
Both products are a protected REFLECTS own design.
The 360° lid allows comfortable drinking without a fixed 
drinking opening. The cup can be opened and closed by 
light pressure on the stainless steel surface of the lid.
The BPA-free thermo mug has a filling volume of 400 ml 
and keeps drinks warm for up to 9 hours thanks to the 
deep seal between the lid and the mug. Cleaning in the 
dishwasher is possible with the varnished mug, but we 
recommend cleaning by hand. The rubberised interchan-
geable base and the silicone ring on the lid are in the same 
colour as the bottle.
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52562
RETUMBLER-STEELONE 

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
Insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 293,5 x 88,72 x 77,5 mm

Weight 477 g
Packaging gift box
Branding 35 x 200 mm

Handling category C

black 52562-BK white 52562-WE

Customisation example with UV Print

orange 52562-OE light green 52562-LGN dark blue 52562-DBE

Pre-assembled on stock

The double-walled thermo drinking bottle with copper 
vacuum insulation is available in five different colours.
The BPA-free thermo drinking bottle with 750 ml filling 
volume is also suitable for carbonated drinks. The 
varnished bottle can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend cleaning by hand.
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Termo mug

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 160,6 x 83,5 x 90 mm

Weight 353 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 120 mm

Handling category C

52506
RETUMBLER-LAHTI 

Customization example with laser engraving

white 52506-WE black 52506-BK

BPA free

Leak-proof

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Beautifully designed copper vacuum insulated thermo 
mug with handle and practical 360° drinking closure. 
Thanks to the high-class insulation, drinks stay cold up 
to 24 hours and warum up to 8 hours. The leak-proof 
closure can be closed and opened by pressing the central 
stainless steel stopper. The lid can be removed for easy 
cleaning. All components are dishwasher safe.  
The 450 ml mug is coated with a high-class micro powder 
coating, which ensures a particularly beautiful look and 
feel. Recommendation: Customisation with an engraving 
looks particularly elegant.
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Termo mug

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 112 x 80 x 88 mm

Weight 171 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 40 x 60 mm

Handling category C

52329
RETUMBLER-SUDBURY 

Customization example with pad printing

white 52329-WE
black 52329-BK

Double wall with vacuum insulation

Double wall

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Leak-resistant

Stylish: The double-walled  mug with optimal keep warm 
and keep cool function and transparent lid in fashionable 
trend versions. Capacity: 300 ml.
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Termo mug

52434
RETUMBLER-BOZEN 

Customization example with laser engraving

Leak-proof

Double wall with copper- 
Vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 120,8 x 72 x 60 mm

Weight 175 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 29 x 90 mm

Handling category B

The double-walled vacuum mug with a 200 ml capacity 
is particularly suitable for narrow bases of coffee pad 
and capsule machines. Its transparent twist-on lid has a 
sealable drinking mouthpiece. Particularly striking with 
high-quality laser engraving.
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Insulated bamboo mug

Material Stainless steel, plastic, bamboo

Measurements 161 x 78,5 x 63 mm

Weight 157 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 110 mm

Handling category B

52257
RETUMBLER-TALCA 

Double wall

Leak-resistant

Laser engraving is especially eye catching on this insula-
ted cup made of sustainable bamboo. It has double walls 
and a drinking aperture that can be closed. Capacity: 350 
ml.
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Termo mug

black 52446-BK

52446
RETUMBLER-THIONVILLE 

dark blue 52446-DBE

red 52446-RD

silver 52446-SR white 52446-WE

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 160,5 x 90,5 x 74,5 mm

Weight 261 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 35 x 110 mm

Handling category B

BPA free

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

The design of this double-walled vacuum insulated mug 
is inspired by classic coffee-to-go cups. As well as being 
pleasant to the touch, the powder-coated exterior offers 
increased scratch and impact resistance. The mug has a 
snap closure lid. Its 380 ml fill capacity makes it ideal for 
that first large coffee of the day.
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Customization example with pad printing
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36 drinking mug.

myMezzo: the concept on stock
Choose a mug colour:The mug:

Drinking mug RETUMBLER-myMezzo

Single-walled mug, 
stylish experience
• Capacity: 450 ml 
• 18 colour combinations
• Recycled stainless steel
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne



52727-SR-SLGN 52727-SR-SCN 52727-SR-SRD 52727-SR-SDBE
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Configuration examples

Drinking Mug

Add a splash of colour: The mug is available with or wi-
thout a silicone sleeve. You can select from an array of sili-
cone colours to tailor the mug to your design preferences. 
Without the silicone sleeve, the mug can be stacked, en-
suring space-efficient storage. The transparent lid is made 
from BPA-free plastic and incorporates an opening for a 
straw. A note: All components of this product are dishwas-
her-safe.

Material
recycled stainless steel, 

recycled AS plastic
Measurements 132 x 84 x 63 mm

Weight 98 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 50 mm

Handling category B

Recycled Stainless Steel

Anti-fingerprint

Dishwasher safe

52727
RETUMBLER-MEZZO 

drinking mug.

LAS 17

Drinking Mug

52727 RETUMBLER- 
myMEZZO PREMIUM

Without the silicone sleeve, the 
mug can be stacked

BPA-free
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Cup

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 90 x 75 x 75 mm

Weight 116 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 35 x 75 mm

Handling category B

50623
RETUMBLER-FLORISSANT 

Double wall

Dishwasher safe

Unbreakable? For sure! This shiny stainless steel mug 
with 270ml filling volume is perfect for all life situations 
in which ceramic mugs can break quickly. Whether for 
camping or in the workshop, the mug remains intact 
if dropped or tipped over. Due to the double-walled 
construction of the mug, the outside of the mug does 
not heat up and drinks stay hot or cold for a longer time. 
Laser engraving as customisation makes it an elegant 
advertising and brand ambassador.
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Cup

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 99,5 x 78 x 78 mm

Weight 139,65 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 39 x 80 mm

Handling category C

52509
RETUMBLER-IRVINE 

white 52509-WE black 52509-BK

Customization example with laser engraving

Double wall

Micro powder coating

Dishwasher safe

Double-walled 350 ml cup made of lightweight stainless 
steel with micropowder coating. Raised stainless steel rim 
for a pleasant drinking experience. Can be customised 
with laser engraving, UV- or pad printing.
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Straw

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 215 x 8 x 8 mm

Weight 16,61 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 120 x 4 mm

Handling category B

52461
RETUMBLER-TAMPA 

Diameter: 8mm

Set of 2

https://www.reflects.com/en/search?search=52461
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Straw

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 215 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 14 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 130 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52366-S
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size S

Diameter: 6mm

Straw

Material Stainless steel, 100% cotton

Measurements 215 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 35 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 130 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52366-M
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size M

Straw

Material Stainless steel, 100% cotton

Measurements 215 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 57 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 130 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52366-L
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size L

Diameter: 6mm

Set of 4

Diameter: 6mm

Set of 2
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

The RETUMBLER-ORTADO-500 is a premium thermo 
bottle crafted from recycled stainless steel and recycled 
polypropylene plastic. It captivates with its aesthetic 
design, tactile pleasure, and outstanding quality. Owing to 
its double-walled vacuum insulation, this drinking bottle 
offers superb insulation properties: beverages maintain 
their warmth for up to 7 hours and remain cold for up to 
36hours. The delicate powder coating gives the bottle an 
exceptionally pleasing touch. A cork lid, complemented 
with a practical handle, provides a harmonious appearan-
ce. The handle ensures the drinking bottle can be comfor-
tably carried or attached to a bag – making it perfect for 
on-the-go. The silicone seal and twist cap ensure the ther-
mo bottle is securely sealed, offering leak-proof protection. 
This makes the bottle suitable for carbonated drinks. The 
item can be cleaned in the dishwas

Material
silicone, Cork, recycled stainless 

steel, recycled polypropylene
Measurements 204 x 75,3 x 75,3 mm

Weight 250,67 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 45 x 110 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel + Recycled PP

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

52603
RETUMBLER-ORTADO 500 

black 52603-BK dark blue 52603-DBE green 52603-GNwhite 52603-WE

Recycled stainless steel embraces cork: pure design elegance.

eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

The RETUMBLER-ORTADO-750 is a premium 750 ml 
thermo bottle crafted from recycled stainless steel and 
recycled polypropylene plastic. Its striking appearan-
ce, pleasing touch, and outstanding quality set it apart. 
The double-walled vacuum-insulated bottle has excel-
lent thermo characteristics, ensuring beverages stay 
warm for up to 11 hours and cold for up to 41 hours. 
The bottle‘s fine powder coating provides an exceptional-
ly pleasant tactile experience. An elegant cork lid with a 
metal handle complements the design harmoniously. Due 
to its silicone seal and screw cap, the bottle is securely 
sealed and leak-proof, making it suitable for carbonated 
beverages. The handle allows it to be comfortably carri-
ed or attached to a bag. The thermo bottle can be safely 
cleaned in a dishwasher. Please note: The cork lid is not 
dishwasher safe.

Material
silicone, Cork, recycled stainless 

steel, recycled polypropylene
Measurements 268 x 77 x 77 mm

Weight 370 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 47 x 165 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel + Recycled PP

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

52604
RETUMBLER-ORTADO 750 

black 52604-BK dark blue 52604-DBE green 52604-GNwhite 52604-WE eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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myNizza: the concept on stock
Choose a thermo drinking bottle colour and bottle size:

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

anti-fingerprint
coating

Choose a ring and sleeve colour (Sleeve only for 52457 (500 ml):

Thermo drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myNizza

Nizza? Nice!
• Capacity 500 ml, 750 ml, 1 l
• 1080 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating or 

anti-fingerprint coating
• Double-walled drinking bottle with copper vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
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gift box included
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 303 x 80 x 42,5 mm

Weight 428 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 135 mm

Handling category C

Thermo Drinking Bottle

52495
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XL 

+ RING

Material stainless steel, plastic
Measurements 265 x 70 x 43 mm

Weight 306 g

Packaging gift box

Branding  mm

Handling category C

Thermo Drinking bottle

52457 
RETUMBLER-myNIZZA 

PREMIUM

52457 
RETUMBLER-myNIZZA

 + RING

52457 
RETUMBLER-myNIZZA 

+ SLEEVE

Thermo Drinking Bottle
Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 335 x 86,5 x 45 mm

Weight 487 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 160 mm

Handling category C

52531
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XXL 

+ RING

Thermo Drinking Bottle
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Material Edelstahl, Kunststoff

Maße 265 x 70 x 43 mm

Gewicht 306 g

Verpackung Geschenkverpackung

Werbung 35 x 120  mm

Handlingskategorie C

Thermo Drinking Bottle

52457
RETUMBLER-NIZZA 

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 303 x 80 x 42,5 mm

Weight 428 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 135 mm

Handling category C

52495
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XL 

 Capacity: 
52457 - 500 ml/ 52495 - 750 ml
52531 - 1000 ml

Leak-proof

With copper-vacuum insulation

Double wall

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 335 x 86,5 x 45 mm

Weight 487 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 160 mm

Handling category C

52531
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XXL 

black 52457-BK white 52457-WE

silver 52457-SR

black 52495-BK white 52495-WE

silver 52495-SR

black 52531-BK

silver 52531-SR

white 52531-WE
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3-in-1 Mug

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 173 x 83 x 70 mm

Weight 341 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 155 mm

Handling category C

52397
RETUMBLER-REINOSA 

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

360° lid

The 3-in-1 mug has an attachment for a drinking bottle, 
a straw opening including a straw and an insulated mug 
closure for hot drinks. Cleaning is also extremely easy, sin-
ce the inner part of the lid can be removed for cleaning. 
The double-walled vacuum mug keeps your coffee or tea 
perfectly warm.
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Drinking bottle

52456
RETUMBLER-GIBRALTAR 

BPA free

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 255 x 75 x 75 mm

Weight 196 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 35 x 45 mm

Handling category C

An elegant stainless steel bottle for design lovers. Its 860 
ml capacity makes the bottle a good travel companion 
on longer journeys
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Choose a bottle colour:

myNizza: the concept on stock
Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

Drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myToulon Glass

Glass clearly designed
• Capacity 650 ml
• 1296 colour combinations
• Heat resistant glass
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

white blackclear cyan
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Trinkflasche

Material
Glas, Silikon, recycelter Edel-

stahl, recyceltes Polypropylen
Maße 260 x 69 x 69 mm

Gewicht 332 g

Verpackung Eco-Box

Werbung 35 x 145 mm

Handlingskategorie C

52657
RETUMBLER-TOULON GLASS 

Configuration examples

52657-BK52657-CR

52657-BK-RBE-SBE

52657-WE 52657-CN

52657  RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON GLASS + SLEEVE 

52657 RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON GLASS + RING

52657  RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON GLASS + PREMIUM

Heat resistant glass

BPA free

eco-box included

Leak-proof

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Customisation example with pad printing

RETUMBLER- myTOULON-GLASS is an evolution of the 
popular RETUMBLER-myToulon drinking bottle – now 
crafted from new materials. This 650 ml bottle is made 
from borosilicate glass, recycled stainless steel, and 
recycled polypropylene plastic. A standout feature of 
the high-quality, heat-resistant borosilicate glass is its 
handcrafted, mouth-blown craftsmanship. With its 
matte, translucent finish (resembling frosted glass), the 
bottle is truly a sight to behold (available for colour mo-
dels only). This leak-proof drinking bottle is suitable for 
both hot and cold beverages.
The configurable myToulon-Glass bottle can be paired 
with a silicone ring and sleeve, with a choice of 17 dif-
ferent silicone colours. 
Care tips: The clear bottle can safely be washed in a 
dishwasher, the painted models should be hand-was-
hed.
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Choose a bottle colour:

black
anti-fingerprint

coating

white
anti-fingerprint

coating

grey
anti-fingerprint

coating

light green
anti-fingerprint

coating

red
anti-fingerprint

coating

Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

myToulon: the concept on stock

Single-walled drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myToulon

Add a flash of colour! 
• Capacity: 700 ml
• 1620 colour combinations
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Single-walled drinking bottle
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
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Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 260 x 70 x 43 mm

Weight 185 g

Packaging polybag

Branding 35 x 120 mm

Handling category B

52521
RETUMBLER-myTOULON 

PREMIUM

52521 RETUMBLER-
myTOULON + RING 

52521 RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON + SLEEVE 

BPA free

Leak-proof

Configuration examples

gift box optional 

Drinking bottle

52521
RETUMBLER-TOULON 

Dishwasher safe

Suitable for carbonated drinks

52521-BK52521-WE 52521-DGY 52521-RD 52521-LGN
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Carafe

Material
Stainless steel, plastic, silicone, 

Cork
Measurements 360 x 90 x 45 mm

Weight 522 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 45 x 100 mm

Handling category B

52484
RETUMBLER-TUCSON 

Customization example with UV Print

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum  
Insulation

Pourer

Micro powder coating

carafe.

Elegant design and well thought-out functionality make 
this carafe a must-have on every table – inside and out-
side. It has a capacity of 1 litre and its vacuum insulation 
keeps its contents reliably warm or cold. Its powder-coa-
ted surface also gives the carafe a wonderful feel. Besides 
the cork-covered screw cap, the carafe has a practical 
pouring aid.
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Glass Bottle

Material glass, plastic, metal, neoprene

Measurements 255 x 75 x 69 mm

Weight 435 g

Packaging gift box

Branding   Ø 60 mm

Handling category C

52496
RETUMBLER-PEARLAND 

Customization example with laser engraving + transfer print

Borosilicate glass

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Glass bottle with tea strainer

Material Stainless steel, glass, bamboo

Measurements 261 x 73 x 73 mm

Weight 567 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 65 Ø mm

Handling category C

52104
RETUMBLER-SLEDGE 

Borosilicate glass

Leak-proof

Double wall

Tea strainer

glass bottle.

Thanks to the removable strainer, you can determine the 
aroma and strength of the tea individually - according to 
your own preferences. Pour the tea directly into the tea 
bottle or into the tea strainer. The amount depends on 
the type of tea and the desired strength. We recommend 
two to eight grams. Fill the hot water directly into the tea 
bottle and close the lid. Let the tea steep in the bottle 
for one to five minutes (depending on the variety and 
personal preference). Depending on the variety, the tea 
can be brewed up to four times. 
After the desired infusion time, simply remove the mova-
ble stainless steel strainer from the glass bottle and enjoy 
up to 500 ml of delicious tea aroma! 
Caution: The tea stays hot in the bottle for a very long 
time!

Our drinking bottle (700 ml) is made of high-quality 
borosilicate glass and is still extremely light. Glass is parti-
cularly suitable for drinks, because glass is odourless and 
tasteless and does not interact with other substances. The 
lid is made of beautiful stainless steel on which an engra-
ved logo comes out particularly well. The soft protective 
case has a practical loop, so you can easily take the bottle 
anywhere. The bottle is not suitable for carbonated drinks.
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Drinking bottle

The RETUMBLER-AUPRY is a practical, leak-proof drinking 
bottle offering outstanding value for money.The bottle 
is crafted from recycled PET plastic and the inner side of 
the lid is made from recycled polypropylene plastic. Both 
materials are BPA-free, ensuring they are safe for health. 
The exterior of the lid is fashioned from stainless steel.  
 
Due to ist carry loop, this drinking bottle can be ea-
sily transported, making it ideal for on-the-go. 
Please note that this bottle is designed for cold be-
verages below 40 degrees Celsius. As such, we re-
commend hand washing the RETUMBLER-AUPRY.  
 

Material
Stainless steel, recycled polypro-

pylene, recycled PET plastic
Measurements 210,5 x 66 x 66 mm

Weight 76,22 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 32 x 155 mm

Handling category B

Leak-proof

Loop

52611
RETUMBLER-AUPRY 

red 52611-RDgreen 52611-GNgrey 52611-GY clear 52611-CR dark blue 52611-DBE

Recycled PET plastic
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Drinking bottle

The 600 ml RETUMBLER-Kalahari Tritan drink bottle pre-
sents a stylish, lightweight, and practical everyday acces-
sory. With its silicone carry loop, the bottle is conveniently 
portable, making it an ideal companion for on-the-go and 
outdoor activities. The bottle is leak-proof, making it well-sui-
ted for carbonated beverages. The lid is crafted from stain-
less steel and BPA-free plastic, ensuring it‘s safe for health 
concerns. All components of the item are dishwasher safe.  
 

Material Stainless steel, silicone, Tritan

Measurements 231,5 x 61,5 x 61,5 mm

Weight 101,5 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 25 x 120 mm

Handling category B

Leak-proof

BPA free

Dishwasher safe

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Loop

52627
RETUMBLER-KALAHARI 

clear 52627-CR dark blue 52627-DBEdark grey 52627-DGY
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Drinking bottle

The high-quality Tritan water bottle is a trusty compani-
on for sports and outdoor activities. With its ample capa-
city of 700ml, it‘s ready to quench any size of thirst. The 
BPA-free lid with a silicone seal and a reliable screw cap 
make the bottle leak-proof, making it ideal for storing 
carbonated drinks. The convenient carrying loop allows 
for easy and comfortable transport. Pro tip: You can toss 
RETUMBLER-Dunaflow into the dishwasher without a 
worry. 

Material plastic, silicone, Tritan

Measurements 250 x 70,1 x 70,1 mm

Weight 125,43 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 35 x 185 mm

Handling category B

Leak-proof

Loop

BPA free

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Dishwasher safe

52626
RETUMBLER-DUNAFLOW 
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

This sports bottle, crafted from recycled stainless steel, 
stands out for its appealing design, generous capaci-
ty, and impressive insulation performance. The premi-
um bottle is available in a sophisticated black or white 
powder coating. Liquids remain warm for up to 6 hours 
or 41 hours cold. Owing to the meticulous design in-
corporating a silicone seal and twist cap, the bottle 
is leak-proof and suitable even for carbonated drinks. 
The lid is made from BPA-free plastic, ensuring it‘s safe for 
health concerns. The convenient carry loop allows for ef-
fortless portability. Its wide opening makes for easy filling, 
even accommodating ice cubes. Tip: Feel free to place the 
bottle in the dishwasher for thorough cleaning.

Material
plastic, silicone, 

recycled stainless steel
Measurements 260 x 82 x 82 mm

Weight 335,39 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 37 x 185 mm

Handling category C

Recycled stainless steel

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

Suitable for carbonated drinks

52624
RETUMBLER-ARCTICDROP 

eco-box included
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Buckle and customisation

Choose drinking bottle 
with customisation

Start your selection with one of our drinking bottles. We offer them in different 
colours with capacities starting at 350 ml.. 
For orders of 3,000 or more, we can also customise the colour of the bottle and 
the softgrip on the lid to suit your needs.

Our new black plastic clip closure is easy to attach to the bottle and can be re-
moved just as easily. The refinement becomes complemented by precise pad 
printing, which makes your myCasan, myPetrolina or myLille even more attractive 
and charming.

Showcase your advertising effectively on the body of the bottle. As usual, 
there is the option of printing it with your individual motif or logo.

The polyester strap is available from 100 pieces and customised with your 
design using heat transfer. 

Choose the strap material 
and customisation

Choose a bottleNow new: With detachable 
carrying strap
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 grey 52129-GY

dark blue 52129-DBE

Drinking bottle

52129
RETUMBLER-CASAN 

blue 52129-BE

light green 52129-LGN

magenta 52129-MG

Customization example with UV Print

Leak-proof

BPA free

Loop

Dishwasher safe

Material plastic, silicone, Tritan

Measurements 233 x 70 x 66 mm

Weight 143 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 160 mm

Handling category B

The sports drinking bottle made of Tritan has a sports clo-
sure for one-handed opening, a wrist strap, unit display, is 
very durable and holds a total of 500 ml.
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Drinking bottle

52453
RETUMBLER-CASAN XL 

grey 52453-GY

dark blue 52453-DBE

Customization example with UV Print

Leak-proof

BPA free

Loop

Dishwasher safe

Material plastic, silicone, Tritan

Measurements 285 x 78 x 80 mm

Weight 185 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 39 x 210 mm

Handling category B

The big brother of our popular Casan bottle: The Casan 
XL drinking bottle has a 1 litre capacity and is perfect for 
thirsty athletes and longer hikes. The BPA-free drinking 
bottle has a textile grip strap and the mouthpiece is 
protected by a fastenable cap.
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Customization example with UV Print

52482
RETUMBLER-CASAN XXL 

Drinking bottle

Leak-proof

BPA free

Loop

Dishwasher safe

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 281 x 93 x 93 mm

Weight 233 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 49 x 200 mm

Handling category B

With its 1.5 l capacity, this sporty bottle from the Casan 
family is the ideal companion for fitness and leisure. 
The drinking bottle of course is BPA free and impresses 
both with its look and feel due to its high-quality Tritan 
workmanship. The lid with leakage protection ensures 
safe transport in  your sport bag. Furthermore, this fitness 
bottle has additional recessed grips on the sides, which 
ensure the perfect grip.
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Drinking bottle

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 242 x 80 x 100 mm

Weight 170 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 33 x 175 mm

Handling category B

52508
RETUMBLER-QENA 

dark blue 52508-DBE

black 52508-BK

Removable sieve

Magnet

Grip zone

Customization example with pad printing

BPA free

Leak-proof

Fruit infuser

Magnetic attachment

Dishwasher safe

The BPA-free RETUMBLER-QENA drinking bottle made 
of original Tritan impresses with its handy design. When 
opened, the screw cap is held in place by a magnetic 
mechanism to prevent it from falling back while drinking. 
The carbonated bottle also contains a removable fruit 
strainer. A roughened recessed grip and a sturdy carrying 
handle ensure a secure grasp. For cleaning, all compo-
nents of the 700ml drinking bottle can be put into the 
dishwasher.  
Advertising is possible with pad or UV printing.
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Drinking bottle

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 240,5 x 79 x 70 mm

Weight 201,27 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 20 x 100 mm

Handling category C

52317
RETUMBLER-RIYAN 

dark grey 52317-
DGY

white 52317-
WE

BPA free

With hinged lid

Loop

Leak-resistant

The drinking bottle made of stainless steel has a fold-out 
mouthpiece, which makes their handling especially 
during sports very pleasant. With practical wrist strap. 
Capacity: 800 ml.
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Hip flask

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 200 x 53,5 x 53,5 mm

Weight 176 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 27 x 130 mm

Handling category B

52442
RETUMBLER-LISSABON 

Customization example with laser engraving
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Hip flask

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 114 x 94 x 23 mm

Weight 96 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 74 x 91 mm

Handling category C

50013
RETUMBLER-XXL 

Hip flask

Material Stainless steel, Cork

Measurements 95,55 x 22,84 x 112,03 mm

Weight 106 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 55 x 75 mm

Handling category B

52379
RETUMBLER-VALDIVIA 

Customization example with laser engraving Customization example with laser engraving

With hinged lid With hinged lid
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Branding icons

Pad-printing 1C
(single-colour print)

Pad-printing 2C
(two-colour print)

Pad-printing 3C 
(three-colour print)

Pad-printing 4C 
(four-colour print)

UV print 1 UV print 2 UV print 3 UV print 4

Laser engraving
CO2  

laser engraving
Doming

Our products are marked with our address in accordance with the Product Safety Act (ProdSG). Colours and formats in the catalogue may differ from the original product. We reserve the right to price changes, 
changes of technical specifications and any typographical errors. Additional items are for illustrative purposes only and are not supplied with product.  

legend.

Rechargeable battery, 
including USB cable

Wireless charging

LED Including battery

Solar Dual power

Hands free

Icons
BPA free

Dishwasher 
tested

Anti-fingerprint

Mug height

Tritan

MagnetNature Collection

Thermo mug
double-walled

Vacuum thermo mug
double-walled

Vacuum thermo mug
double-walled with
copper coating

Customisation example 
with transferprinting

Osram is a trademark of OSRAM GmbH, 
Munich. Registered in the EU and other 
countries.

*Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.






